We Need YOU – Donate Your Current, Gently-used Magazines!

Did you know Werner Library has leisure reading materials? Volunteers visit the patient floors twice a week offering magazines, books, and activity pages to make their stay more pleasant. We also have a collection inside the library that anyone can borrow!

Our collection is donation-supplied, and we need your help! We are looking for magazines of all genres, especially Spanish language and large print. We ask that the magazines be in good shape and not older than 3 months prior to the current month.

Donations can be dropped off at the Werner Medical Library on the first floor of Rochester General Hospital, left in any library drop box at RGH or Riedman Campus (box near cafeteria), or sent by courier if you are off-site.

If you have any questions, please contact Paula Marra at 922-4743 or email paula.marra@rochesterregional.org

Leisure reading benefits patients, but it can help professionals too! Read more in the articles below:

- For those who Want to Lead, Read, Coleman J.
- The Importance of Leisure Reading to Health Sciences Students: Results of a Survey, Watson EM.
- This is your Brain on Jane Austen, Goldman C.
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(Badge swipe access available 24/7 for RGH clinical staff.)